ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Data warehouse [10] is subject-oriented, non-volatile, integrated, time variant collection of data which helps in developing strategic decisions. The popular way of describing data warehouse is through multi-dimensional model [10] . Multidimensional model is based on some central theme which is represented by fact table [17] . A fact table is constructed from multiple dimension tables [17] . The association between these fact table and dimension tables are generally represented through three data warehouse schemas namely star schema, snowflake schema and fact constellation.
XML is well established standard for semi-structured data and also poses several benefits in web environment. Data could come from different heterogeneous sources [6] and in order to integrate these heterogeneous data they could be converted to XML. Relational Model on the other hand is the most standard and structured way of representing data model. Numbers of researches have been made over the time to map different data models to relational model. XML is also no exception. Works in [1, 2, 12, 13] show different ways of transformation from XML to relational model schema. In this paper the focus is on converting XML schema to multiple data warehouse schemas based on ROLAP (Relational Online Analytical Processing). Thus we are not concentrating on the techniques of converting XML to relational model. Here we refer to some of the existing methods to transfer XML to data warehouse paradigm. XML data is associated with DTD [11] or XML schema [11] . XML provides Document Type Definition (DTD), which explains precisely what elements could appear as document and what the contents of the elements and attributes are. The approaches [7] [8] [9] show how XML data based on DTD have been converted to data warehouse schema. However DTD have some limitations. DTD do not have any built-in data types; also do not support user-derived data types and allow only limited control over cardinality. XML schemas are more powerful to represent XML document structure and overcome the limitations of XML DTD. XML schema design could be of 2 types namely Russian Doll Design [14] and Salami Slice Design [14] . The Russian Doll design corresponds to having a single global element that nests local elements. The Salami design corresponds to having all of the elements defined within the global namespace and then referencing the elements.
The increasing use of Web makes XML an important source of storing data for its semi-structured nature. These data are often required to be processed analytically by the industrial organizations or corporate for decision support system [15] . Data warehouse allows data to be processed analytically based on OLAP. ROLAP is the most common way of implementing OLAP. Due to these reasons data stored based on XML are required to be converted into data warehouse schema for OLAP processing. As discussed earlier, XML schema is better than XML DTD, we focus on the conversion of XML schemas into ROLAP. Many works have been reported to integrate XML data in data warehouse. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . The paper [2] converts XML schema either to star schema or snowflake schema. Moreover this paper works only with single XML schema. The paper [3] proposes a method to design multiple cubes of multidimensional model from XML schema. There has been work to convert the contents of the XML schema to multiple schemas of the multi dimensional model [4] . However all these generated schemas are converted to star schema only. The paper [5] proposes XML schema conversion to OLAP cube by identifying fact and dimension tables.
However, the existing methods studied and cited here are only capable to identify a single data warehouse schema from a given XML schema. These research works do not consider an XML schema which consists of more than one root element (may or may not these root elements are related). As this consideration is missing fact constellation schema could not be identified, because the connections among different root elements are out of knowledge. Thus even if the facts are related they are not being treated within a single data warehouse schema, rather they are represented as discrete facts. The possible sharing of dimension is out of scope. This leads to failure of identifying some of the business processes which are actually related. Thus process integration is not being realized properly where as the business process integration is the framework of ERP [16] . In this paper through our proposed mechanism we focus on these issues. Here a framework is proposed to detect more than one (if exists) data warehouse schema from the given XML schema and also find out whether these multiple data warehouse schemas are related among themselves to form fact constellation. In this paper we consider Russian Doll XML schema, because every root element prompted to a fact and the nested elements are considered to be its dimensions.
This work is an extension of [1] in which a new mechanism has been proposed to obtain the data warehouse schema from related XML schema. In [1] at first XML schema is converted to a schema graph (described in Section 3.2). Schema graph is a new data structure proposed here for
the conversion process. In next stage the fact and dimension tables are being identified from the schema graph (described in Section 3.3). Once these tables have been identified, the measure of fact table is taken from the user. In the next section (Section 3.4) depending on the relationship between dimension tables and fact tables one or more star schemas and snowflake schemas are being identified. Based on the nature of relationship among these schemas fact constellation is formed. The extension work in this paper is aimed to enhance the ETL (Extraction, Transformation and Loading) [18] [19] phase of data warehouse projects. Data could be extracted from the XML schema according to the proposed methodology and these data are transformed accordingly for the loading purpose in the data warehouse schema. Once the proposed methodology runs on the ETL phase of existing XML schema the data warehouse schema is identified. If the schema structure of the XML changes then the warehouse needs to be modified to reflect the change in source data, hence the extraction, transformation and loading need to be performed again. If it is an element then place it into the graph and connect it with its CE. These elements would be known as SE. SE would be placed in the level-3 of the graph. Else if it is an attribute place it would be considered as an attribute of CE. iv. For every SE (k=1 to p) : (p is the total number of SE at that level)
PROPOSED DATA STRUCTURE
Repeat the steps to include the entities and attributes as they encountered. Whenever a new entity is added new level is created for it. End For /* SE */ End For /* CE */ End For /* HE */
CONVERSION OF XML SCHEMA TO WAREHOUSE SCHEMA

Overview of the Proposed Framework
The modeling of Warehouse Schema from a related XML Schema is performed in two steps. At first Schema graph is formed from the XML schema (described in section 3.2). The elements of the schema graph are identified as HE, CE and SE. In the next stage fact tables and dimension tables are identified. Moreover if any element doesn't have any primary key then a key attribute is added to it (described in section 3.3). Each HE would correspond to a fact table and would make an entry in the fact table, the key attribute of the CE's that are connected to the HE are entered in the corresponding fact table for that HE. CE's would be the dimension tables. If SE's are found connected with CE the primary keys of SE's are placed in CE. If SE's are present even after level-3, the primary keys of the higher level are placed in the table corresponding to the SE of immediate lower level. The warehouse schema structure is identified in section 3.4). There are three separate methodologies for three data warehouses schemas. Identification of star schema, snowflake schema and fact constellation are described in section 3.4.1 through 3.4.3. In order to build the schema graph from the XML schema at first the entities are identified. The elements that are not nested within some elements are termed as HE and are placed at level-1 of the schema graph. After that if some element is being found to be declared within the body of HE they are being classified as CE and placed at level-2 of the schema graph. Again if new elements are declared within body of CE they are being placed at level-3 of the schema graph and are termed as SE. If the nested elements are further found for SE they are placed in the next level of the schema graph and are also termed as SE. This scanning would be continued till all the Partition the Schema Graph Level wise. Identify HE For HE: a. Form a Fact-Table with the name of HE + "Fact" and Primary key of the HE b. Specify the CE connected with this HE; include the primary keys of each CE into the Fact- Table. End For /*HE*/ elements which are being nested are identified. Though new levels are created in the schema graph based on the higher level of nesting all of them are termed as SE, that is, elements in level-3 or more than level-3, all are being termed as SE. This algorithm is shown in Figure 2. 
Procedure to Build Schema Graph from Related XML Schema
Identifying Fact and Dimension Tables
While drawing the Schema Graph three entities have been specified: HE, CE, SE. The CE's are chosen as the dimension table and each HE would prompt towards a fact-table. As we consider the Russian Doll XML schema, every root in the schema is the major element which is further detail out through the nested elements. The remaining elements of the schema graph are considered to participate in the warehouse schema in the form of dimension table. If there exists any SE, then the primary keys of them would be included in the corresponding CE's. Similarly, if there are entities beyond level-3, then the primary keys of entities of level (i+1) appear as foreign key in the connected entity of level i. If any entity is found without having a primary key, then primary key is added to it as: Name of entity + "_id"
Identification of the Schema Structure of Data Warehouse
Once the fact and dimension tables are identified, the corresponding DW schema is to be built using the star schema, snowflake schema and fact constellation schema. This is done by checking the nature of connection among elements within the schema graph. If the schema is found as disconnected, more than one schema is identified. The numbers of distinct components in the schema is same as the number of DW schema identified.
Procedure Star Schema
A data warehouse schema is identified as star schema if the schema graph consists of HE and CE's only. Every fact table is named as the name of HE + "Fact". The primary keys of each of the connected CE are placed in fact table and the CE's are act as dimension tables in the star schema. This algorithm is shown in Figure 3 . Table. c. For each CE find SEs, if any. If found Connect it with its CE using the primary key of the SE.
d. For each SE: Check if there are any SE: If further level of SE is found the primary key of the new SE of the immediate higher level is placed in the SE of current level; End For /* SE */
Procedure Snowflake Schema
Figure 4. Algorithm to Construct Snowflake Schema
A data warehouse schema is identified as snowflake schema if the schema graph consists of HE, CE and SE provided that HE's are not connected. At least one SE should exist for some CE in the schema graph to be identified as snowflake schema. Every fact table is named as the name of HE + "Fact". The primary key of the connected CE are placed in fact table and the CEs act as dimension tables. Similarly the dimension tables would contain the primary key of the tables represented by SE. If further levels of SE are found they are represented in the schema by placing the primary key in the immediate previous level of SE tables.
Procedure Fact-Constellation
A data warehouse schema is identified as fact constellation if the fact tables are found connected through the dimension tables. That is if more than one schema shares the same dimension table then those schemas would be combined to form fact constellation.
AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Figure 5. Example of XML Schema
This section illustrates a case study on a real life example. A flight management system is shown which handles the supply of items between two cities. Items are supplied by the suppliers. The XML schema of Figure 5 is converted to schema graph as shown in Figure 6 . From this schema graph fact and dimension tables are generated as shown in Figure 7 . Next, the proper data warehouse schema is identified. The entire process is described below. Figure 5 is an XML schema of the given problem definition. At first the proposed methodology described in section 3.2 is applied on it to generate the schema graph. It is found that the element Flight have no predecessor. Thus it would be identified as Holder Element (HE). For the HE Flight, three Contained Elements (CE) are identified namely Item, Flight_to and Flight_from. Among these three CE's only Item has a Secondary Element (SE) namely Supplier. The attributes of every entity found from the XML schema is shown in the figure, connected with the corresponding entity. The resulting schema graph is shown in Figure 6 . <xsd:elementname="flight_order"> <xsd:complexType> <xsd:sequence> <xsd:elementname="odr_person" type="xs:string"> <xsd:elementname="flight_to" type="flighttoType"> <xsd:sequence> <xsd:elementname="name" type="xsd:string" use="required"/> <xsd:elementname="addr" type="xsd:string" use="required"/> </xsd:sequence> <xsd:elementname="flight_from" type="flightfromType"> <xsd:sequence> <xsd:elementname="name" type="xsd:string" use="required"/> <xsd:elementname="addr" type="xsd:string" use="required"/> </xsd:sequence> <xsd:elementname="item" type="itemType"> <xsd:sequence> <xsd:elementname="title" type="xsd:string" use="required"/> <xsd:elementname="name" type="xsd:string" use="required"/> <xsd:elementname="supplier" type="supplierType" use="required"/> </xsd:sequence> <xsd:complexTypename="SupplierType"> <xsd:sequence> <xsd:elementname="name" type="xsd:string" use="required"/> <xsd:elementname="supplier_id" type="xsd:string" use="required"/> </xsd:sequence> <xsd:attributename="odr_id" type="xsd:string" use="required"/> </xsd:sequence> </xsd:complextype> </xsd:element> Now fact and dimension tables are identified using the procedure described in section 3.3. As the schema graph contains one HE, one fact table would be constructed namely Flight_Fact. The dimension tables for Flight_fact would be Item, Flight_to and Flight_from. The dimension table Item contains an SE namely Supplier, thus it would be connected with Item. Now primary keys are required to be identified. We assume that the entity Flight, and Supplier have the primary key hence we do not need to add any primary key (described in section 3.3). The entities Item, Flight_to and Flight_from do not have any primary key, thus the keys Item_id, Flight_to_id and Flight_from_id are added to these entities. These are shown in Figure 7 . The next step is to identify the proper data warehouse schema. As there is only one HE namely Flight and the CE Item has an SE namely Supplier procedure Snowflake (described in section 3.4.2) is applied to build the data warehouse schema. In the fact table there is an attribute user_measures which would be given by the users. This is also shown in Figure 7 .
CONCLUSIONS
This paper provides a framework to convert an XML schema to ROLAP data warehouse schema. The target schema includes star schema, snowflake schema and also the fact constellation. Moreover the proposed methodology is capable to identify multiple schemas from a XML schema if they are related. This is an interesting and emerging area of research as a number of business organizations use data warehouse for their business analysis and use XML to handle semistructured data and also to take the advantage of using web environment. This work is a contribution to the ETL phase of data warehouse toolkit where the online transactional data is XML. Processing of data for analytical purpose is a continuous research interest. The challenge is more when the data is not structured such as in XML. The proposed methodology could be applied further on different semi-structured data to convert them suitable for data warehouse processing. Moreover if other semi-structured data are converted to XML using an intermediate step, then this methodology could be applied to transform semi-structured data to XML. Another important aspect is that if the source XML changes, then the schema structure needs to be reconstructed. Here instead of running the algorithm on the entire XML schema it could run partially only on the changed portion. This could be thought of as the maintenance phase of the proposed methodology. Thus the organizations looking to incorporate business intelligence can use this type of framework to build data warehouse architecture from heterogeneous data sources. Conversion of different types of semi-structured data to XML could be another interesting extension of the work reported here.
